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MANY HAPPY RETURNS OF WHAT?
Friday, March 11. Dulwich Society. Annual General Meeting. 8 p.m. St
Faith's Centre, Red Post Hill.
Saturday, March 19. Easter Crafts Fair. 10 a.m.-5.00 p.m. St Barnabas
Church Hall Dulwich Village.
Sunday, March 20. Poetry, Fiddle and Harp at "The Dog" Crown and
Greyhound. Dulwich Village, 7 .30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 23. Friends of Athol House, London Cheshire Home.
"Easter Bake" 2.15 p.m. at Jane Ogden's, 260 Barry Road, Dulwich.
(081-693 4639). Please bring Easter cakes/biscuits and buy someone
else's.
Wednesday, March 23. London Wildlife Trust. Annual General Meeting.
Friends of the Great North Wood. 5.30 p.m. Sydenham Hill Community
Hall, Sydenham Hill Estate. Contact David Freeman, 081-299 1868.
Saturday, April 16. Dulwich Society. Guided Walk and Birdwatch,
Dulwich Woods. Meet 9 a.m., top of Grange Lane, near Dulwich Golf
Club entrance.
Saturday, April 23. London Wildlife Trust. Sydenham Hill Wood. Dawn
Chorus. 4.30 a.m. Entrance, Crescent Wood Road. Bring appropriate
footwear, binoculars. Contact: Mathew Frith, 081-699 5698.
Sunday, April 24. London Wildlife Trust. Spring Spree to demonstrate
bug hunts, bird walks, coppice crafts, wild flowers, &c. 12 noon - 5 p.m.
Entrance: Crescent Wood Road. Contact: Mathew Frith, 081-699 5698.
Friday, May 6. Dulwich Society. Wildlife Group. Illustrated Talk by Ian
Rumley-Dawson on "Seven Sisters Country park, Sussex, 8 p.m. St
Faith's Centre. (See Wildlife Sightings, Page ).
Saturday, May 21. Dulwich Society. Trees Group. Visit to "Kew In The
Country," Wakehurst Place, near Haywards Heath, Sussex. (From St
Barnabas Church Hall, Dulwich Village, 9.15 a.m. (See Trees, Page ).
Thursday, June 2. Dulwich Society. Brian Green will lead History
Committee's 90-minute summer walk to SuitheDilwissche (South
Dulwich) via Pond Cottages, Grange Lane, Dulwich Woods and
Kingswood House, built by industrialist and inventor John L. Johnston.
Meet 7.45 p.m. Belair Car Park (corner of Gallery Road and Dulwich
Common).
Friday, June 10. Dulwich Society. Garden Group. Lecture by Matthew
Biggs, of the Royal Botanical Gardens on "Aspects of Kew Gardens." 8
p.m. St Faith's Centre.

This is the 100th issue of the Dulwich Society Newsletter
and we are indeed tempted to celebrate. All centenaries
.....__ _ ___, should be happy events, but our jollity must be tempered
with the prospects ahead.
Looking back through the editions to the first, in October, 1964, we
find much to give us pride and thanks. Open spaces, fine trees and
attractive buildings malce up the environment we enjoy here in Dulwich,
thanks to the foundation of Alleyn's College of God's Gift. But these
assets cannot be talcen for granted.
Modern society, the pace of living, competition and other challenges
with which we are either blessed or cursed demand that we cultivate
those features which are advantageous and ward off those which we
consider dangerous. That is why the Society took active steps to prevent
grossly intrusive developments of a tower block and other building on
the Great North Wood and Sydenham Hill. That is why more recently a
plan to build a golf range on the South Circular with floodlights shining
into the neighbours' bedroom windows was criticised by the Society's
Planning Committee and the application withdrawn. That is why the
Committee is ever watchful of proposals to change the face of Dulwich
for the worse.
In this issue in the planning section, and particularly in the feature
relating to St Barnabas Church, and in the traffic department the
proposal to restrict much of Dulwich traffic to 20 m.p.h. will be found
substantial examples of the Society's concern for Dulwich.
At the same time, Society groups concerned with trees, horticulture,
wildlife, art, local history, social activities, meetings, membership and
publicity ensure that preservation is as much part of constant concern
.as are protests.
The criticism sometimes heard that the organisation is always "agin'
something or other" is answered when members tell of new trees being
planted, gardens restored, wildlife, birds and butterflies sighted, lectures
and tours of other beautiful places held and encouraged. Soon the
Society will be announcing a membership drive. If you know of any nonmembers who enjoy living in Dulwich, would like to ensure that it is
preserved for themselves, their children and future generations why not
persuade them to Join? Membership still only costs coppers a week.
Dulwich is worth fostering and safeguarding.
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Forthcoming distractions.
Dulwich over the years has attracted a number of professional
television and film crews who wish to use the local attractions as a
backcloth for their productions.
They usually send a courteous notice in advance, promising there will
be minimum disturbance, traffic will not be impeded, all damage
repaired, etcetera. Then at dawn pantechnicons with props, not to
mention a coffee stall, two dozen cars and 40 actors, actresses, extras
and technicians, with a cacophony of bellowed instructions, invade the
territory.
Three instances illustrate the danger of this intrusion. One crew which
arrived to film an Audi saloon for an advertisement in a private road,
tried to break into and forcibly remove a Ford car belonging to a resident
because it did not fit in with the commercial concept of their enterprise.
On another occasion, a crew (without known prior notice or permission)
stripped off shirts to sunbathe on a private lawn, picnicked on the Estate
Governors' verges and pointed their cameras into the windows of nearby
houses. Police were called and said they could do nothing.
The final insult was the arrival of large numbers to film a scene for a
particularly noisy cops and robbers television series. After a day's work,

La Gastronomia
Italian Delicatessen -for home-made pates and salads, and fine
Italian wines, Continental cheeses, Italian salamis, freshly ground
coffee as well as provisions for your everyday needs.
Ivana invites you to bring this advert with you to
La Gastrnnomia and claim your free taste of Italy wl1en you sh?)?,.:
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
NOTICE is hereby given that the 31st Annual General Meeting of the
Dulwich Society will be held at 8pm on Friday, March 11, 1994,
at St Faith's Centre, Red Post Hill, SE24.

Agenda
1. MINUTES of the 30th AGM held on March 26, 1993,
to be APPROVED.
2. Chairman's Report
3. Vice-Chairman's JRC Report
4. Secretary's Report
5. Treasurer's Report
MOTION
Russell Lloyd (Treasurer) will move and Bill Higman
(Vice-Chairman) will second a motion:
"That in view of the widening social and financial responsibilities
of the Dulwich Society, this Annual General Meeting of March 11,
1994, APPROVES an annual subscription of £7.50 from
January 1, 1995."
6. Appointment of Hon. Auditor
7. Reports from Sub-Committee Chairmen
8. Elections for 1994/95:President and Vice-Presidents
Officers
Executive Committee
9. Any Other Business

Note
Nominations for election as an Officer or member of the Executive
Committee must be submitted in writing to the Secretary by 2 (two)
members not later than 14 (fourteen) days before March 11, and
must be endorsed by the candidate in writing. Rule 9.
135 Half Moon Lane, Dulwich. Tel: 071-2741034
Monday to Saturday, 9- 7.30 Sunday, 10-1.30
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Robin Taylor
Hon. Secretary
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ardent televiewers were treated to 40 seconds viewing time from the
scene of actions, a lot of noise but precious little of the attractions of
Dulwich.
What has shaken the residents on all three occasions is the
information from the visitors that the Estates Governors, not the
disturbed residents, were paid a fee for the facilities. That allegation is,
alas, uncheckable for it does not appear in the Governors' annual
accounts.

St Barnabas
The Phoenix belongs to Egyptian, Indian, Greek and Dulwich
mythologies. This fabulous bird, the only one of its kind, according to the
Greek legend, lived a certain number of years after which it made a nest
of spices, sung a melodious dirge, flapped its wings to set fire to the pile,
burned it to ashes, and then came forth with a new life.
Shakespeare picked it up in Henry VIII with the lines:
The bird of wonder dies, the maiden phoenix,
Her ashes new-create another heir.
No wonder the Phoenix, the symbol of resurrection, has been so often
quoted about what is happening to St Barnabas Church in Calton
Avenue, the parish church of Dulwich. Everyone hopes it will rise again

from the ashes of the fire which gutted and rendered it uninhabitable
and impossible to restore.
Now comes the time to build a new St Barnabas out of the ashes and
the Dulwich Society has given its views, which are published in this
Newsletter. That does not mean to say that they are the only opinions on
the matter.
Passers-by, strangers, parishioners and particularly the churchgoers
among them, all of whom enjoy the amenities of Dulwich, may voice their
opinions. Some are strongly held.
The columns of the Newsletter have been opened to them in the spirit
of free speech but it is essentially a Dulwich matter. As the graffiti in one
Dulwich school says, "Democracy is too good to share with just
anybody."
Our members

Dulwich is known as the home of judges, professors, doctors, MPs and
once upon a time a former Prime Minister. Alas it gives the impression
that there is a wig, a mortar board, a stethoscope and an order paper on
every hall table.
The truth is balanced by the busyness of the sub-post office in the
village on pension days, plus the increasing number of widows,
separated or divorced women living alone in the neighbourhood.
Balanced by the number of young couples, moving into the district to
have their children educated, and then departing for pastures new.
These two extremes of age makes us wonder who will look after
Dulwich, foster and safeguard its amenities in the future. The answer we
hope will be found in the membership drive the Society will launch this
Spring.

20 WESTOW Hill UPPER NORWOOD
LONDON SE19 1XX
TEL: 081- 766 7476 FAX: 081- 766 7476

Five pounds for the annual membership fee is low and the burden of
work trying to ensure Dulwich remains an urban oasis fit to live in rests
with a few. Please, please try to recruit at least one other member this
Spring.
Charity begins .•.

For all spectacles & contact lenses.
Full eye tests with domiciliary visits.
Free frames & free tints.

COMPLETE PERSONAL EYE CARE

The Cancer Research Campaign shop in Butterfly Walk, Camberwell
Green, takes much money every year, thanks to generous donations and
volunteer sales staff under the command of paid managers. The shop
does not have enough helpers to maintain the high level of business.
They need people who can give a few hours each week on a regular basis,
to help with sorting, pricing, marking, etc. No previous experience is
necessary as training will be given. Please call at the shop or phone Alan
Green on 071-224 0314.
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20 m.p.h. ZONE for DULWICH

Free seeds!
The South London Botanical Institute at 323 Norwood Road, Herne Hill which is just south of the South Circular - has started a seed
distributing scheme free to all members. Seeds of scarce and uncommon
plants have been collected from members and the Institute's garden.
The Institute, founded in 1910, has more than 3,000 botanical
volumes and a large herbarium of British and European species.
Subscription is only £5 a year and includes a thrice yearly Gazette and a
programme of lectures, workshops and outings.
Open day at the Institute will be on Sunday, June 5, from 2 p.m. to 5
p.m. Miss R. Davies, Institute secretary, is contactable on 081-674 5787.
Making the best better
That is the subtitle of a glossy brochure on London distributed by John
Gummer, Secretary of State for the Environment, with a message for us
all.
He says, "I am issuing an invitation to Londoners, London
organisations and all who have London's interest at heart. Let me know
what makes you proud in London and what suggestions you have for
improving our capital. There is a great deal which can be done with
existing resources and existing structures if we join together with the
common purpose of making our great city even greater. I am looking to
Londoners of all cultures and backgrounds to share in creating the
future of the capital."
The booklet covers a wide range of subjects from London's economy,
jobs and training, to our heritage, parks and green spaces. If you haven't
received a copy, write to the Department of the Environment, PO Box
151, London E 15 2HF for a copy. There are enough problems in Dulwich
to alert the Environment Secretary in your answers to his questionnaire.

Established Three Generations
1891-1994

<&. $. c ( i ~ ~ !JJ<»V
CLIFFORD V. COLLINS
Upholsterers, Specialists In Re-Upholstery
107a Clive Road, West Dulwich, SE21 8DB
Telephone: 081-670 0934 (24 Hour Answerphone)
Evenings: 081-693 5665
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Speed kills. Road Research Laboratory Studies demonstrate that a child
hit by a vehicle moving at 40 mph has an 85% chance of death or
serious injury. Hit at 20 mph, a child has a 95% chance of surviving.
Speed frightens many citizens whose daily lives are influenced by the
speed of vehicles. They include the elderly who may be frightened to go
out because of their fear of crossing the road. They include mothers and
fathers who choose to drive their children to school because of the risks
they perceive from the speed of traffic. They include children whose
ability to judge speed is less well-developed and whose behaviour may be
impulsive.
The Dulwich Society, as part of its remit to foster and safeguard the
quality of life in Dulwich, has long advocated a better balance between
All road users, pedestrians, cyclists and drivers as they move about their
business in the community. Several public meetings have been held over
the past three years: support for the campaign has generally been
positive.
Humps
Road humps have been introduced to the area by our local Council,
using available founds to deal with roads of highest risk of accident,
judged by the available statistics. Humps are not the only solution to
this problem but are better than nothing. They have already proved their
worth in respect of well-known accident spots such as Court Lane,
Turney Road and the Turney /Burbage crossroad. None of these have
had serious accidents since humps and a speed table were installed; for
Court Lane that has been three years.
Calmers
A further stage has been reached with the decision of the Council, at its
meeting in January, to authorise two experimental zones in Southwark
for the introduction of a 20 mph limit within a defined area. Walworth
and Dulwich have been chosen as two contrasting traffic environments,
where some traffic calming measurers are already in place. As you read
this, the signs may already have appeared; if not, they will arrive soon.
The area is within the 'square' formed by Lordship Lane, the South
Circular, Croxted Road, Half Moon Lane, Village Way and East Dulwich
Grove. Townley road linking East Dulwich Grove to Lordship Lane, is
included in the zone.
The experiment will be monitored quarterly for 18 months. During that
time suitable traffic calming measures (not humps) will be introduced
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when funds are available, where they will be most effective. The object of
the experiment is Not to introduce a punitive regime but to allow All
road users a more 'level playing field'. Accident Prevention is the main
objective; success will be measured by the Absence of accidents and by
the maintenance of traffic flows through and within the community.
The local police and traffic specialists from the Metropolitan Police
have been involved in the consultations with the London Borough of
Southwark and have expressed their support. They have insisted that
the ability of Police and of other Public Service vehicles to respond to
incidents quickly should not be hindered. They will monitor this
carefully.
No one wishes to see Dulwich grind to a standstill: no one walking with
a red flag in front of each car! The evidence from other boroughs, where
the 20 mph experiment is already under way, is encouraging both in
terms of the movement of vehicles at a steady and mutually safe speed
and in terms of accident prevention. Let's give it a go!
Stickers
A few practical points : a sticker for the rear of your car has been
designed and produced to give you an opportunity to show that you are
involved, also to provide a reminder to anyone trying to hustle past you
when you are driving at 20 mph. These are being funded and distributed
by the Society. A small donation to the society would help with the costs.

It ls difficult to imagine anyone with greater knowledge and
gossip of what went on in rural Dulwlch as she went door to
door selling milk in 1809. But then Mrs Morgan is forever
with us. She actually lived and she writes:

THE MILK ROUND

by Mary Morgan
Lordy me! It was so good to see young John Davan Sainsbury talcing over
Dulwich Picture Gallery. Of course, you know him as the Right
Honourable Baron Sainsbury of Preston Candover. As I was going to say
- before I explained the epistolary address - I remember when young
John used to come down to Sainsbury's sports ground to play cricket.
Such a nice young man, he has done well even though he didn't go to
Dulwich College. He went to Stowe and Oxford and his work for the
Royal Opera House, Royal Ballet School, Contemporary Arts Society,
National Gallery and Tate Gallery makes him a likely sweetie to put our
Gallery in order.
As his appointment as chairman of the Gallery was announced and all

. - - - - - - - - Established Since 1 797 - - - - - - -

Don't try and drive your car as an obstacle in the middle of the road it's dangerous to everyone - you included.
Watch out for more pedestrians and cyclists - the Society is currently
in active discussion about the definition of our part of a north/south
cycle route from the City to Crystal Palace, passing through Dulwich. It
is hoped that there will be branches to each of the schools in the
community.
Please pay attention to your speed and to other road users at all times
- they are your children, your friends and your neighbours.

WJ

and Son Ltd.
Building Contractors

MAINTENANCE and EXTENSIONS
UNDERPINNING and STRUCTURAL REPAIRS
JOINERY MANUFACTURE and INSTALLATION

Alastair Hanton
Chairman, Traffic Committee

FREE ESTIMATES~ WORK GUARANTEED
88 Dulwich Village• London SE21 7AH
Telephone: 081-693 2277/9311
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the lords and ladies of Dulwich were swigging his champagne Sainsbury's best, of course - they couldn't resist asking whether he was
going to fork out himself the £5 - £8 million the Gallery needs to put it
on a firm easel, so to speak. Of course not.

Some recalled how many Thai boys were educated here at Dulwich,
boys who have now secured high positions in politics, government,
commerce and industry in Bangkok. Or as one Asian customer assured
me, without a trace of a smile:

The Sainsbury's are rich. The family were worth £3.3 billion when the
tills were last emptied. But they achieved that by looking after money not
frittering it away like so many authorities we know. He will attract
support and money and he gave us an assurance that no pictures - so
much part of Dulwich's "family silver" - will be sold as long as he is
chairman.

"As it says in the Gospel according to St Luke, 'Many that are in the
First World shall be last, and the last in the Third World shall be first."'

It was such a pity to spoil his inaugural day. As he left in his green
Rolls Royce, the envious had to tell him that his shop in Winchester had
Just been destroyed in a fire.

Dulwich overseas
News that another Dulwich College is being built on the island of Phuket,
Thailand, has intrigued many people on my milk round.

Latin Dulwich
Cave canem, as college pupils used to say. I am grateful to John
Ardwinckle, chairman of Dulwich Residents' Association, for the
following:
Most readers know the Dulwich milestone in front of the Old College
gates - "5 miles from the Standard at Cornhill" - with its Latin tag, Siste
Viator. One D.R.A. member has come up with another milestone of
unknown origin and antiquity with a longer inscription in Latin (see
sketch below) and invites readers to render it into English:

First they knew about it was when an advertisement appeared in the
Times Educational Supplement for masters for the new co-educational
international boarding school for 900 children, aged between 12 and 18.

Estttbllslted for over 20 JIHFS, we offer tt comp/et, servlce ....

+ Annual/Business Reports
+ Newsletters & Booklets
+ Business Stationery
+ Continuous Stationery
Remus Print Services Ltd
51 London Road

·• Brochures & Pamphlets
+ Leaflets & Mailers
+ Full Colour Printing

+ Design Service
+ Typesetting & Artwork
+ Comb/Spiral Binding
+ Thermal Binding
+ Full Colour Copying
+ Black & White Copying
+ T-Shirt Printing

ORE
STAB IT
FORTIS
ARARE
PLACET
ORE
STAT

Forest HIii

London SE23 3TY
Telephone, 081-699 2175
Facsimile, 081 ·699 2716
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There are no red top or gold top prizes for the correct solution.
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There are two specimens of another uncommon tree. The Redwood
Sequoia sempervirens, the largest is in a front garden in College Road. It
has a red spongy bark and typical young growth encircling the trunk. It

OFALLTHETREESTHATGROW

As one of our most noted Dulwich trees, the Zellcova carpinifolia on the
corner of the South Circular and College Road, is beginning to show its
age, it was therefore considered advisable to plant a replacement near, in
good time to become established. At the same time a Zellcova serrata was
also donated by a member of the Dulwich Society and planted on the Mill
pond corner. The growth of the Zellcova is so typical with all the branches
rising together that two others can be easily recognised across two fields,
immediately after passing the house walking towards the toll gate.
In the great storm a very fine specimen of another tree, the Nettle or
Hackberry, Celtis occidentalis was lost. It was in the front garden of
Brightlands at the corner of Gallery Road. A donation has been promised
and a replacement will be planted this Spring. Like the Zellcova it is
allied to the elms and fortunately does not succumb to the dreaded
Dutch elm disease.
The Estates Governors, ever mindful of the importance of tree
replacements, has for the last two years planted oaks in Low Cross Wood
Lane opposite Sydenham Hill Station entrance. Unfortunately these have
all been continually vandalised as have trees planted in Dulwich woods.

*

Winner of Les Routiers Casserole Award 1992

*

is probably 80 to 100 years old. The other is in the Catholic Church
garden in Kingswood Drive and is smaller though it looks larger because
it is nearly enveloped in ivy. A small amount of ivy growing on trees is
beneficial to wild life, giving good nesting sites and flowers which are
attractive to insects. In order to save this fine tree I obtained permission
to sever the ivy which must have been growing for over 20 years. As the
ivy dies it may look a little dreary.
Trees are often having to be replaced and donations towards memorial
replacements are welcome and appreciated by the Dulwich Society Trees
Sub-Committee.
Rosa Davis
Trees Sub Committee

TREE STUMPS AS GARDEN FURNITURE AND GREENERY

by Tony Welwig
Stumps left in Dulwich as a result of wind-blow, broken or felled trees
can be a source of great attraction. When alive they are able to
regenerate into spectacular sh-:>ws of greenery, while dead they can be
used for a multitude of purposes both practical and ornamental.
Whether sited in a lawn or shrubbery, or alongside a pond, the effects
can be put to good use.
Beware of Fungi
Check your stump for fungal presence. Remove harmful forms of
toadstools or bracket shaped bodies and burn - their retention can cause
spread to other trees. Strip away infected bark from dead timber to below
ground level and burn to eradicate further spore production.

THE TAS1:°E OF FRANCE ON YOUR DOORSTEP
LUNCH - 12 noon to 2.00 pm
DINNER - 7.00pm to 10.30pm
Sunday Lunch 12 noon to 2.30pm. Chlldren welcome
Closed Saturday lunchtime, Sunday evening & all day Monday
PRIVATE FUNCTIONS CATERED FOR

272 ROSENDALE ROAD, LONDON SE24 -
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TEL: 081m674 6060

Brown to honey coloured toadstools occurring on the ground, stump
base and from the bark may indicate honey fungus, Armillaria mellea.
Call in a specialist as the stump and roots must be removed and the
area chemically treated, usually with Armillatox. This fungus feeds on a
very wide range of host trees by spreading spores and growing through
the soil like strands of voracious boot-laces. As the toadstools only last
from Autumn to the first frosts, pull away the stump bark where matted
black-brown strands will confirm its presence.
15

Dead Stumps
Chainsaw work is a skill and can be dangerous in the wrong handsemploy a tree surgeon to cut your stumps and trunks. With a little bit of
ingenuity, upright stumps can be cut into benches, seats and tables thick cross-sections of a trunk can be embedded in the soil as chairs and
stools. Stumps lying on the ground with their trunks intact can be sawn
into settees or left for children to play on.
If your subject is too tall for your intended purpose, have three inch
thick cross-sections cut and utilise them for making coffee table-tops;
cracking is minimised if slowly dried in the garage or shed for about one
year. Sanded and polished, you will be able to count the annual rings
clearly - these items cost so much in garden centres, so why not make
your own.

How about carving a totem-pole from an upright stump or adapting the
subject as a signpost in your front garden? Great conversation pieces!
Ivy can be encouraged to grow up and cover tall stumps, also clematis

~·i.·

The Hale Clinic
7 Park Crescent ~
London WI
Tel: 071-637 3377

149 Herne Hill
Herne Hill
London SE24
Tel: 071-733 8881

Telephone: 081-693 6000

and honey suckle - the latter two plants with their notorious
stranglehold on trees thankfully won't create cause for concern in such
cases.
Naturally hollow stumps can be used for growing plants in. There may
be a small amount of rot in the centre which can be scooped out and
filled with a pot of colourful annuals. Trailing nasturtiums "cascading"
down from the top of a tall stump is a dazzling focal attraction.
Chisel out a depression in the top of a large un-rotted stump and coat
with concrete to create a bird-bath. Our feathered friends will also
appreciate being fed from the safety of a high stump.
To prolong the life of stump timber, paint with wood preservative but if
you are intending using the subjects in association with plants, wait
about six months for the toxic effects to diminish. Don't paint
preservative on stumps used for bird-baths and bird-tables - it could
prove fatal. An untreated rotting stump is a valuable wildlife food store.
Root formations on stumps held at an angle or lying flat on the ground
can be weird yet intriguing. Hose down and wash off all the soil and
stones from the root-ball anc. you'll be surprised at what you see. Build a
bird-bath next to the untreated stump or incorporate the items into the
centre of a large flower bed.

EAGLE CARS (C.P.) LTD

For Deep Relaxation Seek highly qualified
aromatherapist with over
14 years experience in
CLINICAL AROMA THERAPY,
REFLEXOLOGY, NUTRITION,
TUI NA CHINESE/
REMEDIAL BODYWORK.
For Natural approach to Pain,
Tension, Digestive, Menstrual and
Skin Disorders, Insomnia, Migraine,
Anxiety and Stress.
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE

BELINDA FREEMAN,
MF Phys. LCSP MIFA MBRA MIBM Sc

Eagle Cars · 122a Church Road · Upper Norwood
London SE19 2UG

6 W oodwarde Road
Dulwich SE22 8UJ

SURGERY HOURS
From March 1993
8 am-5 pm Monday-Friday
9am-8pm Thursday
9am-4pm Saturday

£ 18 to Gatwick, 20 to Heathrow,
Safely on your holiday with us you must go.
We'll pick you up and take you back to where you
started from,
So book up now, take a break, go out enjoy the sun.

House calls are available on request

Telephone: 081-653 6000 (24 hours)
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Some arboreta have created garden furniture from the stumps and
trunks of felled and storm-fallen trees. A visit to Sheffield Park in Sussex
this summer can give you several ideas to ponder over.

Live Stumps
Many trees regenerate well from stumps of all sizes, the best being lime,
robinia, elm, sycamore, poplar and hawthorn. The quality of the foliage
will depend upon the tree's previous health and growth which can be
easily controlled by cutting pack the following Spring - don't prune midseason as food needs to be urgently manufactured for the next year's
development. Although the mechanism for regaining the characteristic
shape of the tree is destroyed as a result of felling or trunk breakage,
stumps with tall stems will create mop-heads that can be an acceptable
alternative.
Unusual specimens have developed from some trees that fell in the
1987 gales with roots still embedded in the soil - vertical shoots from
horizontal trunks are the result and effective screening together with
valuable wildlife habitats can be acquired this way.

Unwanted Stumps Dead or Alive
There are several chemicals available from garden centres that kill
stumps. Ammonium sulphamate is sprayed onto the foliage as per
instructions. With sodium chlorate it is best applied in a supersaturated
solution to the top of the stump; drill three inch deep holes all the way
round the outer annual rings or cut deep criss-cross ridges. Add the
chemical to water till the crystals won't dissolve further, then fill the
holes or ridges up to their rims. Tie a polythene cover over the stump
and erect a barrier around the area particularly if ammonium
sulphamate has been sprayed onto foliage.
Dead stumps are best grubbed out with a axe then burnt. Large
unmanageable ones may have to be winched out, so obtain expert help
in this regard.
A stump can be your friend or foe - its present shouldn't be overlooked.

REMEMBER
Always wear protective clothing whilst using chemicals and tools.

I
RESTAURANT

w

RESTAURANT

Jtalian speci.alities at their best
and finest Italian wines
FULLY LICENSED
LUNCH-12 noon to2.30pm
D1NNER-6.30pm to 11.30pm
Closed Saturday Lunchtime and all day Sunday

129 GIPSY HILL, DULWICH, LONDON SE19
Tel: 081-670 1843/1396
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Never leave jagged tops on low stumps - they are dangerous
Live Coniferous Stumps will only regenerate from existing foliage.
- Exceptions are Yews and some Junipers
Foliar feed live stumps regularly for best results.
Familiarise yourself with the harmful and beneficial forms of
fungi.
A large, dead and hard bracket fungus attached to a stump can
look superb when painted with varnish.
Stumps infected with honey fungus must be removed and the
garden chemically treated. Your woody plants and those of your
neighbour may suffer otherwise.
A wildlife garden will benefit from the presence of rotting stumps.
But always check for honey fungus as a matter of routine.
Abridged from
Amateur Gardening
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A TRAMCAR NAMED DESIRE

Camberwell and West Norwood Tramways by Vic Mitchell
(Middleton Press, £9.95).
As a small boy, after a visit to Hamleys, the most exciting thing to
happen to me on a trip to London from Newbury, where I lived in the
war, was to go down to the Victoria Embankment with my father and
board a tram which would take up both through the Kingsway Tunnel.
The tram would stop at two stations in the tunnel before emerging up
the ramp and turning right into Southampton Row where we would get
off and then do the journey in reverse!
I did not know at the time but the route number of one of those trams
may well have been 33, for only the three routes 31, 33 and 35 passed
through the tunnel linking the south and north London tramway
systems. My family moved to Dulwich in 1945 and the route 33 was to
become very familiar for it was this tram that would transport my mother

For the best in Spring reading

and me to many happy performances of the Gilbert and Sullivan operas
at Sadlers Wells.
My parents were born in 1903, the year of the opening of the electric
tramway from Camberwell to Vauxhall but I was born in 1933, the year
of the arrival of London Transport and the beginning of the demise of the
tram and its replacement by the trolleybus. However, we were luckier in
south London than in the north, for our trams were to run for a further
seven years after the end of the war. I remember well seeing the last
London tram on its final journey along Peckham Road to New Cross on a
summer evening in 1952.
No longer was I to hear that familiar whine of an HR2 as it descended
from Forest Hill, past Hornimans Museum and then along Lordship Lane
at a fair old speed. Neither was I to catch my bicycle wheel in the tram
line again, as work on ripping up the track started immediately.
The really excellent photographs in Robert Harley's book bring back all
sorts of memories. I now know that it was for cheapness that there was
the change from the third rail to the overhead current pick-up but I
always watched with fascination the procedure of introducing the plough
and stowing the trolley pole.
The photograph of the four lines up Dog Kennel Hill also reminded me
of their raison d'etre. The dreadful story, of which everybody spoke at the
time, was of the tramcar with brake failure which had come crashing
down the hill with loss oflife. However, in plate 25 it would appear that a
similar unfortunate fate could still have occurred to the motorist driving
the Standard 8, overtaking on the offside, (trams should always be
overtaken on the nearside) the stationary no. 56 tram on the bend at
Grove Vale and heading straight towards the no. 62 tram coming the
other way.
Finally the terminus at West Norwood, with St. Lukes church in the
background brought back to me nostalgic memories of my medical
practice close by, but the last tram on London's roads had departed
many years before, while I was still a medical student.
(Dr) David Starr.

1d Calton Avenue, Dulwkh Village,
London SE21 7DE · · ·

YE OLDE CRIME WAVE

Telephone: 081-693 2808

Rosemary Warhurst has revised her fascinating booklet, A View OJ
Dulwich, Peckham and Camberwell Around 1300. Even eight years after
it first appeared, people still express surprise at how much history has
been traceable and expertly interpreted.
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The story of Sir Henry Dilewisse, a knight with estates in Dulwich in
the time of Edward I, is a good example. His son, Williams, was found
Guilty in Kent of causing the death of Stephen Gulafre and outlawed.
Hearing of his outlawry, William surrendered himself, was taken to
Newgate, where he said he was innocent.

THE GREAT DEBATE

The Dulwich Society have had some difficulty in forming a considered
opinion on the Parochial Church Council's plans for the rebuilding of St.
Barnabas Church. Those plans have excited strong feelings - for and
against - in sections of our membership.

A commission of inquiry was set up. Sheriffs of Surrey and Kent were
instructed to provide juries from Brixton, Wallington and Blackheath.
Here is the superb account:
"Henry de Dilewyz, William's father and William were hunting with
Henry's greyhounds on Wednesday before Easter, (24 March 1277) in a
field called Purteclense and thence to Dryvelhurst Wood, both in Surrey.
Stephen Gulafre, who hated Henry, heard the barking of dogs and
crossed over with John de Essex and others into Dryvelhurst Wood.

We therefore arranged for the opposing views to be formally presented
and debated by leading representatives of both proponents and
opponents at a special meeting of our Planning Sub-Committee.

"On seeing Henry he attached himself to him and insulted him and
swore to kill him and finally drew his knife and tried to rip him up.
Henry, being along, for William was in the wood a long way off, fled into
the field aforesaid, pursued by Stephen and John, and Stephen again
assaulted him and tried to strike him with his knife in the belly, but
Henry received the wound in this arm.

•

Its main concern could only properly be the visual impact of the
exterior of the new church in a Conservation Area (plus any possible
new traffic problems and damage to established trees).

•

The old Church had had little architectural merit, as externally
viewed, and was uncomfortably close to the edge of the road.

"Meanwhile John de Essex, in order to help his companion, drew his
bow and shot an arrow at Henry, but the arrow glanced aside and struck
Stephen in the chest; and Henry raised the hue and cry and fled the
neighbourhood. William, who was still in the wood, heard his father's
voice, joined and fled with him."

•

It is therefore a good idea to set any new building as far as possible
away from the road and provide suitable access for vehicles.

•

If the proposed building (including the glass spire) is technologically
feasible the visual impact in this Conservation Area will be quite
acceptable.

•

The probable loss of up to three established trees (only one of any
merit - and invisible from outside the site) is regrettable but
acceptable.

Thereafter the Planning Sub-Committee's unanimous conclusions were
as follows:-

The jury decided that William was Not Guilty. The person who initially
accused him was Edith of Bromley who said that she was Stephen's wife
and that he had died in her arms in Lewisham. But the jury said that
she was not Stephen's wife and in no way related to him. Stephen had
died in Camberwell. It was said that certain enemies of William had
persuaded her to accuse him. One man named as having procured the
(false) accusation was Geoffrey le Rydere of Camerwelle, the Earl of
Gloucester's bailiff.

Tony Golds
Chairman, Planning Sub-Committee

As Sir Henry Dilewisse had an interest in the Earl of Gloucester's
estates in the neighbourhood of Dulwich, maybe the relationship
between the bailiff and the de Dilewisse family was not good. Eventually,
Rosemary Warhurst records, "Henry's estate in Dulwich went to the king.
Some or all of the lands probably ultimately became part of Edward
Alleyn's estate in Dulwich."

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

24 HOUR SERVICE

Over 100 Years of Experience - Established 1881
The family business that still offers you a personal service

A View of Dulwich, Peckham and Camberwell Around 1300 (Grain
Press, £2.15) is available from Rosemary Warhurst at 57 Woodwarde
Road, SE22 SUN or from local bookshops.
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GRIEF SHOCK AND ANGER

The demolition of the ruins of the Parish Church began in the middle of
January and will be nearing completion as this issue of the Newsletter is
published. This important step marks both an end and a beginning.
It is an end of a chapter in the life of Dulwich which began just over a
hundred years ago. Then the nave of the brick-built church, replacing
the prefabricated building which had been the first church of St
Barnabas, was under construction, the foundation stone being laid on
28 July, 1892. A hundred years of parish church life was turned into
memories when the church was ravaged by fire on Monday, 7 December
1992.
'

After structural investigations revealed that the ruins were damaged
beyond economic repair, approval for the demolition was finally given by
the Chancellor of the Ecclesiastical Court of Southwark at the beginning
of December, 1993. In conjunction with the demolition, action is being
taken to salvage various features and materials. It is hoped that these
will survive in a condition which will permit their reuse.
It is a beginning of a
new chapter because the
way will be cleared to
proceed
with
the
building of a new church
of St Barnabas, which
will continue to witness
the presence of God, to
be a place of worship
and to be of service to
the community. The
Parochial
Church
Council is the authority
within the Parish for the
new building, proposals
for which are required to
undergo public scrutiny
by the Church's legal
procedures;
these
procedures
include
reference to the local
Planning Authority, in
this case the London
Borough of Southwark.
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The architects' initial proposals for submission under these procedures
was approved by the PCC in September. The matters were still sub Judice
at time of writing, when the position was as follows. Under the Church's
procedure, formal details of objects were submitted by 33 members of
the congregation and parish; their objections were stated in a common
document, itemising 47 areas of concern ranging from matters of
architectural principle to questions of information. Details of the
objections and of the replies were debated with the objectors at a
meeting of the PCC at the beginning of February. This debate continues
with a view of resolving the objections without a formal hearing before a
Consistory Court. The application to the London Borough of Southwark
is due to be heard by its Planning Sub-Committee.
The dry recital of the legal position set out above does nothing to
convey the drama experienced by the members of the congregation who,
overnight, literally lost their 'home'. The emotions of grief, shock, anger
and bereavement were exactly those we feel when someone close to us
dies, especially if the death is unexpected. The issues raised by the
destruction have been addressed with great seriousness by all
concerned, both those in favour and those currently raising objections.
The decision to clear the ruins for a fresh start has received the widest
possible acceptance but
was not made any
easier by that. Standing
in the ruins has been a
very
emotional
experience as we said
goodbye to an old
friend. We are very
conscious
of
the
importance of ensuring
that we build a truly
worthy successor as we
prepare the way forward
for the next century of
Christian witness in the
Parish of Dulwich.
Keith Jackson

. _=::~ew St Barnabas: West Elevation viewed from Calton· Avenue
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OBJECTIONS EXPLAINED
The Chw·ch of England planning procedures allow parishioners to object
to plans for new buildings through the ecclesiastical courts and this
article attempts to explain who in Dulwich has become an 'objector' to
the current plans for St Barnabas and why.
Who are objecting to the current plans for rebuilding St Barnabas?

The plan:

•

There are practical difficulties with the entrance area: insufficient
space for greetings, and movement into the worship area and
ancillary spaces, and unnecessary changes of direction that confuse
the person arriving and cause problems for coffins.

•

The suggested seating shows up to 16 seats in a row which is
too many.
The focal position of the organ gives it undue emphasis.

The objectors are 154 people who are church members and/or St
Barnabas parish residents.
We took advice from two architects in the church and several architects in
the area who were very concerned about the merits of the proposed building.
We then discovered that this concern was widespread. Consequently 154
people signed a notice of objection to the plans for the new church at the end
of November 1993. A meeting took place on 6 December with the architects,
members of the Southwark Diocesan Advisory Committee and
churchwardens to hear objections from ourselves and English Heritage.
Unfortunately no proposals in answer to our objections were put forward and
33 people signed the Particulars of Objection form (the next stage in the
procedure). This was a seriously considered actions because it renders us
liable to court costs.
The particulars took the form of a document put together and approved by
four architects of our group making 4 7 details architectural points. The
petitioners, Vicar and Churchwardens, are required by ecclesiastical law to
answer the points in detail to each of the 33 signatories by mid-January.
What do the objections include?

The siting:
e Locating the church at the rear of the site results in a failure to
provide a focus or landmark as did the old St Barnabas.
e There is no room for future expansion.
e There will be a high cost in construction and maintenance of the front
landscaped areas.
•

e
e
e

Vehicles cannot get closer than 26 metres from the door which is
unsatisfactory for the old and disabled.

The design and exterior appearance:
There is no control or unifying theme to the design, it is a mixture of
disparate elements.
The monumental worship area has nothing in common with the 'back
addition' style of the ancillary spaces.
The main beams and base of the spire give a strong horizontal
emphasis and create a squat profile to the north and south, similar to
a light industrial building; this is inconsistent with the east and west
elevations with the vertical emphasis of the pointed roof and parapet
walls.
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The design of the spire is crude, and its proposed construction in
structural glass would be a wealc architectural element with no
relationship to the rest of the building. (It has been suggested that the
spire may not be built if there is not enough money, and this would
clearly alter the outside appearance.)

•

e
e
e
•

•

Unsuitable materials and rislc Qf vandalism:

50% of the whole roof area is flat, which will give maintenance problems, and the proposed use of lead will attract vandalism and theft.
The glass spire is an untested concept, and no satisfactory method of
cleaning has been proposed.
There are over 140 sq metres of patent glazing which will be an ongoing maintenance liability.
It is easy to climb on to the flat roof areas which will be dangerous to
children, and an invitation to vandals.
Eleven sets of external doors and many low windows are vulnerable to
damage and forced entry.

Planning Permissionjrom the Council:

At the time of going to press it is not known whether planning permission
will be granted on 26 January, although we know a considerable number of
people together with English Heritage and the Conservation Areas Advisory
Group have lobbied officers and councillors asking them to refuse planning
permission. Some people have written in favour of the plans.
Facultyjrom the Diocese:

This is the Church building permission. As a result of our action the date
for this decision to be made has at present been postponed indefinitely from
January 25 while the church authorities answer our objections.
The petitioners and the objectors have a common aim. We all want a worthy
successor to St Barnabas. We want a building that will last and maintenance,
restructuring and increased financial outlay. We do not want to encourage a
building of mediocrity for want of time and vision. We very much hope the
church authorities will think again and chose another design.
Peter Gould, Rosemary Morris, Margaret Twaddle
63 Dovercourt Road, London SE22 BUW Tel: 081-693-2305
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DULWICH U.S.A.'?

The disappearance of such a land mark as St. Barnabas Church and its
replacement by a very different design has aroused a lot of interest
amongst local residents. Such a replacement is perhaps one of the
biggest changes that has taken place to the face of Dulwich for many
years and its full impact will only be felt when the old Church tower is
demolished. Apart from its design and scale it had a commanding
position in the Village. The new Church will be set further back and will
be masked by nearby buildings and trees. This isn't however, the cause
of the unease felt by local residents. That has been caused in the early
stages by a poor provision of drawings and perspectives by the Architects
for public viewing. The ultimate design won by a American firm, a design
incidentally, which bespeaks its country of origin in its use of isolated
piers of brickwork and has most of the characteristics of modern
architecture in that there are few concessions to the basic principles of
what we used to call architecture as opposed to mere building.
Two dimensional
The main criticism has been that it seems to lack cohesion due to
isolated piers, areas of glass and tiles and doors and windows breal<:ing
up large areas of wall. The West End of the Church will, I think, be the
side of the Church most clearly seen as we can stand in front of it and
view it as a two-dimensional shape. This view, however, is spoilt by the
off-centre narthex or porch which hides the base of the pier on the South
side and muddies the symmetrical appearance of the front which may be
structurally sound with its very large area of glass but certainly does not
look it.
Hole-in-the-wall
The whole appearance of the Church is largely dictated by its unusual
method of construction and accounts for the bittiness, particularly on
the sides, where frameless windows and doorways compete for
dominance with the walls. This rather brutal - hole in the wall - effect,
best illustrated in the street entrance to the new extension to the
National Gallery, is repeated here. Windows in the past, in order to avoid
this effect, and thereby destroying the unity of the wall, made the window
into a structure of mullions by dividing it up with stonework and leaded
glass. This unifying treatment of a West End window can best be seen in
Rochester Cathedral. A door or a window is not only a hole-in-the-wall
but a focal point and its importance is emphasised by the framing round
it. Most of this treatment seems to have been abandoned by modern
architects. Many of us remember when the interior doors of older houses
were faced with hardboard and interior walls were painted white, while
the stained glass of the front door was removed to let in more light.
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An action much regretted today by those of us who saw these simple

colourful designs at night when the interiors were illuminated. A lack of
study of the past with its consequential lack of appreciation has left us
indifferent to the new buildings going up around us. We ought not to
forget however, that our built environment still consists of buildings
constructed more than one hundred years ago, fulfilling a need neglected
by the contemporary architect.
Inartistic
Decoration, for the want of a better word, cannot be dismissed as mere
fashion, it may not be structural, but it has an important function
unifying and adding interest to a building. To list the main elements of
architecture in order of priority, unity and simplicity must come high on
the agenda, but simplicity must not be interpreted as ignoring scale, size
and relationship. If these elements are not considered then we are going
to get very dull and inartistic buildings. A common error in modern
architecture seems to be the idea that the interior is reflected in its
exterior. The public are not to ask - "Does it please?" but "What is it?"
With regard to the interior of the new Church, the wood slats of the
ceiling with their warm wood appearance, will, hopefully, have their
colour and material repeated in the seating, but ceilings, if they are not
to be too oppressive, ought to be light and fragile. If the wood slat tunnel
effect is to cover some structural member then possibly a better solution
can be found. If architects could only think in terms of good design and
less in terms of modern, fashion, classical, or old-fashioned, we would
produce architecture more acceptable to the public at large. The function
of the Church building may have changed but the basic principles
governing its appearance, or any other building's appearance, remain
closely relating to mankind and therefore vary very little.
A Layman
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THE SAD AND GLORIOUS
MIGRATION

by Paul Bradbeer

00

Before lapsing into the monotony
of the early winter period, when
little diversifies the familiar range
of resident species, late autumn in
Dulwich usually produces a final
surge of ornithological interest as
a characteristic mixture of
northern
migrants
stream
overhead each morning en route to
favoured wintering areas in
southern Britain and the milder
parts of continental Europe.
Grange Lane Pipit

From late September to mid
October the most numerous
participants were the Meadow
THE MEADOW PIPIT
Pipits, with small parties passing
Llstenjor the sharp "pheep" or
southwards and westwards in
triple "pheet-pheet- pheet"
erratic, jerky flight every time I
visited the strategically sited Grange Lane allotments to watch migration.
Counts of 75 on September 29 and 71 on October 9 exceeded totals from
previous autumns, but still more gratifying was the opportunity to
observe several individuals of this underrated species feeding confidingly
on the ground on October 4.
Being one of the commonest birds of rough, open country in Britain,
with over a million breeding pairs (replaced largely by continental
immigrants in winter), Meadow Pipits are talcen for granted by most bird
watchers, many of whom look at them only to eliminate the possibility
that they may be rare relatives from Siberia!
This is a pity as they are one of our most elegant birds, slim and
beautifully proportioned, with a fine, pointed bill, longish flesh-coloured
legs, an elongated body and narrow, longish tail. AB they actively search
out insects from the soil, moving at a brisk walk, frequently changing
direction, or abruptly flitting forward a few yards, their close affinity with
wagtails becomes evident, but in their intricately streaked brown plumage
they resemble the predominantly seed-seating buntings. When close
enough I am always impressed by the neatness of the streaking on the buff
tinted underparts, especially the crisp dark striations on the flanks.
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This movement of Meadow Pipits was accompanied by a wide variety of
other species, including the last of the Swallows and House Martins, and
shorter distance migrants such as Pied Wagtails, Linnets, Redpolls and
Siskins, many of which will have come from Scottish conifer plantations.
Scarcer species included a Yellow Wagtail heading south to Africa, over
the golf course on October 4, and on October 5, a Jackdaw and a Tree
Sparrow, both former Dulwich breeders.
The most spectacular overhead passage must have occurred during the
third week in October when impressive flights of Redwings, Fieldfares
and Chaffinches were noted over several parts of London, but,
frustratingly, I was immobilised by 'flu at this time. On re-emerging at
the end of October, I was relieved to see that this movement continued
with a highlight being a brief glimpse of nine Bramblings over Grange
Lane allotments on October 29 and a party of 12 on November 16.
Breeding abundantly in Scandinavian birch woods, Bramblings winter
in Britain in fluctuating numbers and are prolifically illustrated in the
advertisements for bird seed which appear in glossy birdwatching
magazines as they readily visit
bird tables. However, in Dulwich
little opportunity arises to admire
their arresting black and russet
plumage at close quarters for they
have unaccountably become
scarce in the metropolis in recent
years. Consequently I was grateful
just to hear their slurred nasal
twang and watch the trim
silhouettes circling tentatively over
the woods. I suspect that the
distant outline of our wooded ridge
attracts migrant Bramblings to
prospect for stands of beech beech mast being a staple part of
their winter diet - but on
discovering oak to be the
('
predominant tree they continue
southward.
Norwood Mute Swans
November also furnished a host of
THE REDWING
other interesting sigh tings, the
A thin, high-pitched "see-lh" or soft "chup"
most incongruous a group of five
or a sharper "chtttlck".
Mute Swans flying north low over
the woods at dawn on the 11th with a tremendous whoosh of wings.
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Although the Society emblem, the
Mute Swan, nowadays is rare in
Dulwich, the nearest regular site
is South Norwood Lake. Following
the
swan
surprise
three
Cormorants almost common by
comparison, headed west. For the
past two decades London's
Cormorants have increased
significantly and now frequently
commute over Dulwich between
feeding sites on large lakes and
the Thames.
Continuing the aquatic theme a
Kingfisher was disturbed from the
secluded "stream" in Dulwich
Park across the road from the lake
during a Society bird walk on
November 6. It was relocated at
the same spot on November 9 but
subsequently deserted when the
water froze. It was back on
KINGFISHER
January 11 and 12 giving long
Brightly coloured, but other birds leave Lt alone
because it's flesh is foul-tasting.
views through binoculars while it
perched on the iron grille at the
head of the "stream". This mode of observation from a distance is
preferable to flushing it into view though it's bound to suffer heavy
disturbance every weekend.
While temporarily freezing out the Kingfisher, the cold snap in mid
November brought two secretive waders; a Woodcock, which took off with
a clatter of wings from its roosting site in Dulwich Wood on November 16
and a Snipe put up on two dates from the marvellous swampy field
between Burbage Road and Herne Hill cycle track. A pair of Meadow
Pipits were also tal{ing refuge in this field.
Belair Kingfisher
The November 21 snowfall provoked a movement of 52 Lapwings south
over Grange Lane allotments, but more amazingly it produced three
strange passerines heading westwards, almost certainly Snow Buntings
with an outside chance of being Lapland Buntings, an equally scarce
species inland. The light was dismal although I noticed how clear the
underparts were as they passed overhead, so identification rests upon
the call, a pleasant rippling trill followed by a ringing "teeu". If recourse
to a tape of bunting calls, or a lucky day on Sheppey fails to resolve the

issue between Snow and Lapland,
I still have the consolation of
having definitely identified one
uncommon passerine in London
this autumn, a Firecrest feeding
near the pond in Sydenham Hill
Woods on November 2. A
November
bonus
was
a
remarkably late migrant, a
Swallow skimming south over the
allotments on 12.
With autumn passage ended
and mild if squally weather
prevailing the last six weeks have
been an anticlimax, though
relieved by over 30 Siskins in
Belair Park's alders and the
Kingfisher's return. Things can
only improve as resident birds
resume territorial song and ample
time remains for Redwings to
grace Pynners Close playing field,
which has thankfully been spared
the fate of being turned into a golf
driving range.

THE SISKIN
Yellow-breasted, ma/ces a sweet twittering succession
<![notes, ending In acrealclng sound.

THE BEARDED BABBLER

The friends of the Great North Wood's Winter Bird Walk on the 8th
January to South Norwood Country Park and Dulwich and Sydenham Hill
Woods brought a number of surprises for the intrepid party who ventured
out on that icy morning. A total of 52 species were sighted in all.
The most remarkable sighting was that of 2 male and 2 female bearded
tits in South Norwood Country Park. The only European member of the
babbler family, this attractive bird is characterised by the male's vivid
Victorian-style 'moustache' around its beak. Fifteen years ago there were
no records of this bird breeding in London. However, its numbers in Britain
are increasing, and the presence of reed-beds at the Park should hopefully
contribute to the species successful breading in the future.
Other notable birds seen on the walk included stonechat, goosander.
kingfisher, sparrowhawk, snipe, lesser spotted woodpecker and siskin.
The success of the walk will be followed by a spring bird walk on
the 7th May.
David Freeman
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WHAT A BEAUTY!

The Camberwell Beauty, that local Old World butterfly, Nymphalis
antiopa, with velvety black wings tipped with yellow or white bands, has
been missing at least from some neighbourhoods for some time. We in
Dulwich have missed the creatures and are delighted, therefore, to
receive these accounts from our neighbours.
From the Herne Hill Society:
The spectacular butterfly once common in our part of London is being
encouraged to make a comeback - and one reader has reported a
sighting.
Back in August, 1993, Dr Philip Hugh-Jones of Camberwell Grove
released a dozen specially bred butterflies in his garden, in the hope that
they would become the foundation of a new Camberwell Beauty
population. Some weeks later, Mr Ray Sykes found a full-grown healthy
specimen resting on an ice plant in his Cambria Road garden. He was
able to identify it positively from a book illustration.
If this was one of Dr Hugh-Jones' butterflies it means that the area can
still support the Camberwell Beauty. In the old days it thrived on the
sallow plant, which then grew abundantly but was gradually banished as
Camberwell became built up.

DULWBCH
CRAFT FAIR
exercise your

From Dr Hugh-Jones of the Camberwell Society:
The caterpillars were acquired earlier in the year and an energetic hunt
had to be made for a sallow bush, the leaves of which provide the
caterpillars with food. Alas! even Dulwich Park had no sallows. Willows,
yes, but apparently they like to eat sallow. So all the caterpillars had to
be transported to a sallow bush by a pond in Dorset there to munch
away at the leaves until fully grown.
It seems that when the caterpillars are about to pupate they produce a
scent which attracts the dreaded ichneumon flies which can parasite
them. So we protected ours by bringing them into the house and then
brought them back to London.

Three weeks later the lovely bytterflies emerged - the wings of velvet
chocolate surrounded by a cream-coloured border with sapphire blue
spots on it. The folded wings, new from the pupa, are pumped up with
blood until they are rigid, the butterfly waits in the sun for the wings to
harden and then, alas, flies away!
I only hope that these butterflies manage to find sallow bushes locally
so they can produce a new generation of Camberwell bred Camberwell
Beauties.

Professional Conferencing/Social Events Facilities
here in Dulwich.

judgement - we did!
The Dulwich Craft Fairs are
some of the few, the very few in
the entire UK, that use an
independent jury of highly
qualified crattworkers, artists and
lecturers to select the highest
quality in UK craft skill and design.

+ 3 rooms available, the largest with a capacity of 120 (seated).
+ Excellent audio/visual facilities, including a 12 ft-wide projection screen,
with single or multiple slide projection.

+ Various lighting arrangements.
+ Separate refreshment area.
+ Full catering facilities.

KING'S

HEALTHCARE

come and judge for yourself on

Saturday 14th May at
St. Barnabas Hall,
Dulwich Village
from 1Oam to 5pm
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Tftis superli centre is available for you to use, wftetfter privately or for business, and at very reasonable rates.

For more information call Lucille Brooke at the Postgraduate
Medical Centre, Kings Healthcare, East Dulwich Grove, SE22

081p299 5042

or

081~299 5049
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DULWICH TODAY, SUSSEX TOMORROW

London Wildlife

The London Wildlife Trust Garden Centre can be found at:
28 Marsden Road, Peckham, SE15.
Visit to Haywards Heath

Dulwich Society Trees Sub-Committee has arranged a visit to Wakehurst
Place, near Haywards Heath, Sussex, the beautiful gardens known as
"Kew In The Country," on Saturday, May 21. (See What's On in this
issue).

It is open on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Sundays, 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m.

There is a Free Tree Scheme until March 1st, when native trees and
shrubs are available for your gardens, school projects etc.
The site includes a tree and wildflower nursery and is a local source of
environmental education for school parties and other groups.

Wakehurst is managed by the Royal Botanic Society. There are rock
terraces, walled gardens, a Southern Hemisphere Garden, a Himalayan
glade, a pinetum and a birch wood with the finest collection of birches in
cultivation.

English Nature

In May, the bluebells, rhododendrons and Chilean fire bushes will be
at their best. We shall have two guides and our special interest will be
the trees.

The Friends of the Great North Wood were invited to take part in an
important event on January 12, when English Nature launched its Local
Authority Wildlife Action Pack at two venues in North London.

Entrance to the gardens is £4 or, for senior citizens, £2 with a 20 per
cent discount for a party of visitors. National Trust members are
admitted free. There is a refreshment chalet where we can have lunch or
those who prefer can bring a picnic.

As planning authorities and major landowners, the London boroughs
and the City of London have an enormous influence on the quantity and
quality of greenspace in the capital for plants, animals and people.
English Nature is a statutory body which seeks to promote the
conservation of wildlife by working with and through local authorities,
wildlife trusts and other groups working towards this end.

Our coach will leave St Barnabas Church Hall in Dulwich Village at
9.15 a.m. and return at 4 p.m. The total cost will be £5.50 each. If you
wish to join us, please fill in the attached slip and return it with your
cash or cheque made payable to the Dulwich Society by May 7. so we
may qualify for the party discount.
To Stella Benwell, 38 Dovercourt Road, Dulwich, SE22 SST (Tel No:
081-693 1447).
Name .............................................................................................. .

Contact Dawn Eckhart: Tel: 071-252 9186

The Action Pack of nearly 50 sheets contains a vast quantity of
information designed to facilitate these aims and is likely to prove a
useful took in this work which is so vital to the well-being of our urban
population.
English Nature have a statutory role in the establishment of Local
Nature Reserves and therefore it takes a close interest in our own
Sydenham Hill Wood, currently Southwark's only greenspace so
designated, the closest to the capital's centre and part of the remaining
250 acres of the Great North Wood.

Address ........................................................................................... .
Cheque/cash as follows:

David Freeman
Chairman, Friends of Great North Wood

Adult £5.50 plus £3.20

s.o.s.

Senior Citizen £5.50 plus £1.60

The Wildlife Committee needs a member to take short minutes
of meetings three times a year.

National Trust members £5.50.

Stella Benwell
Chairman, Trees Sub-Committee
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Also an additional member welcome on committee.
Please telephone Miss Marjorie Campbell, 081-670 8766
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Another "Kew" Sussex

LOCAL LEGENDS

For our Wildlife meeting on May 6, we shall be hearing a talk on a part of
SE England which is said to have the least spoiled scenery within reach
of London. The picturesque part of the South Downs between Beachy
Head and Seaford is preserved as the Seven Sisters Country Park and
our Speaker, Mr Ian Rumley-Dawson, will be showing slides of the
animals, plants and scenery of this particular area. He is a well known
wildlife lecturer and photographer and has travelled extensively both in
the British Isles and abroad.
We look forward to a fascinating evening with perhaps memories for
those who, in the past, have walked along the Seven Sisters Downland
path. (See What's On, Page 2).
Mmjorie Campbell

It's a pity to spoil a good story, but ... People who throw spilt salt over
their left shoulder, hold Halloween parties, malce jokes about prominent
people and tell tall stores believing them to be true usually insist that
they have no interest in folklore. Such superstitions, customs and story
telling are in fact the meat and potatoes of folkloric study.
We were reminded of Dulwich folklore by the death earlier this year at
the age of 79 of Theo - it was short for Theodora - Brown, a former
resident of Dulwich and a remarkable folklorist. Only recently she wrote
to the Editor recalling her residence on the edge of the Kingswood Estate
60 years ago and answering an old problem of the "plague pits" of
Dulwich. They are the tracts of land outside the Fox On The Hill public
house, Denmark Hill; opposite the Horniman Museum; and at the foot of
Gipsy Hill.
Plague pits
"There is no evidence," she said, "that the three triangles of land on the
edges of Dulwich College Estates are, as is often claimed, plague pits.

LOCAL HISTORY

Brian Green will lead A Walk For A Summer's Evening on Thursday,
June 2, at 7.45 p.m., meeting at Belair car park on the corner of Gallery
Road and Dulwich Common (the South Circular).
An hour and a half guided historical walk through that part of Dulwich
known in medieval times as Suithedilwissche which includes Pond
Cottages, Grange Lane, Dulwich Woods and Kingswood House, rebuilt in
the late 19th century by the industrialist John L. Johnston, the inventor
ofBovril.
Johnston, an enthusiast for the Jacobite cause, decorated the house
with Stuart motifs and pieces from the Palace of St Cloud, Paris.
South Dulwich in medieval times may have been more populated than
it was to become in the Middle Ages when depopulation caused by the
Black Death allowed the Great North Wood to spread down the slope of
the Dulwich Hills. Clearances once again took place in the seventeenth
century.
Walkers should try their hands at hedge-dating on a stretch of
Grange Lane.
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"I think they were awkward left-overs when roads of boundaries didn't
fit exactly, so were left as neutral sites to avoid quarrels and litigation.
"No one benefited at all and the land was just left growing weeds and
brambles."
Yet the story has persisted presumably since the Great Plague of 16651666 without the tellers wondering who would bring a corpse five or six
miles out of the City of London, across London Bridge, through the
Elephant and Castle and the Walworth Road, before dumping it in a
common grave at any of those far off sites when they could have dumped
in en route.
The legend tellers usually point out, as proof of the sickly history, that
no flowers grow on the sites. yet Thames Water which excavated in depth
the Gipsy Hill site some years ago reported no bodies. The steepness of
the Sydenham Hill and London Road site presumably makes
investigation unprofitable. And, according to Charrington's, owners of
the Denmark Hill pub, their lease from the Estates Governors merely
stipulates that the fenced off triangle be only used for grazing!
Alleyn's devil
Dulwich features in a number of other folkloric gems. More than one Old
Alleynian has sworn that Edward Alleyn himself was a drunk and was
also alcoholically polluted at one party he thought he saw the Devil. He
promptly gave up drinking and promised to devote his wealth to good
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works, starting with the endowment of the College for 12 poor scholars of
the parish.
More recently, the celebration of the Millennium of Dulwich gave rise to
the legend of Queen Elizabeth's arrival in Dulwich by boat up the Effra,
alighting in what are now the grounds of Belair. True the remnant waters
of the Effra flow into Belair but that piece of history was invented solely
for the Millennium celebrations and has been since reported as a historic
fact in at least one school classroom.

Alas, folklorists will assure you that the Doberman, sometimes a
German Shepherd or other breed, was, in fact, resident in Highgate,
North London; Dorking, Surrey; Pulborough, West Sussex; San Jose,
California, U.S.A.; and Ferntree Gully, Victoria, New South Wales,
Australia, to mention a few places.
Brian McConnell

Thatcher yarn
The same waters are used for the political story that a young man,
congratulated for having saved the life of a local lady resident from the
"river," pleaded that his bravery be kept secret.

TOLLGATE COTTAGE FOR SALE

When asked why, he said, "That was Lady Thatcher I pulled out. My
father will kill me when he finds out what I have done." Of course that
story has been told about every Prime Minister, of every political
persuasion, since Gladstone.

Seldom do the really historic buildings in Dulwich come on the property
market. The Estates Governors have now put up for sale the 18th, 19th
and 20th century five-roomed Tollgate Cottage at 75 College Road,
Dulwich, on the coroner of Grange Lane.

Such stories are usually told with amazing detail, convincing
verisimilitude, and usually attributed to a "foaf' - an acronym for friend
of a friend - who is never quite at hand to be questioned about the story.

It is believed to have been originally build in 1789, rebuilt in about
1821 and again in 1862. It is constructed in a single storey of Flemish
bond brick, with a gabled roof of fishscale slates, and brick ridge stack,
to a cruciform plan and has its own small private garden backing onto
playing fields.

Since Dulwich is in the Maudsley Hospital catchment area, it is not
surprising that a local psychiatrist was said to be hurrying home at night
and saw his own daughter being attacked by a stranger. The doctor ran
straight past his distressed offspring pursuing the assailant, waving his
visiting card and when he caught up with the miscreant explained, "My
good man, you are in need of help. Please ring my clinic for an
appointment. We are open from 10 a.m .... "
Dulwich Dog
The legend of the choking Doberman Pincher belong very much to a
highly desirable residential area full of animal lovers like Dulwich.
The lady of the house arrived home in the Volvo estate with her
children from piano lessons when she found, on the living room carpet
her pet Doberman writhing in agony.
She whisked the animal to the veterinary surgeon, who, after a careful
examination, said, "The dog is all right but you must ring the police. I
have just removed two human fingers from the dog's throat."

Under-pinning
Potential purchasers should note that Tollgate Cottage requires
complete modernisation and will need to be the subject of a
comprehensive programme of under-pinning. Also, due to its Grade II
listing and historic importance, various approvals must be obtained
before any change is made to the building.
At the far end of the rear portion of the garden is a fence which
separates the property from a detached brick built cloakroom with W.C.
for the use of the Tollgate attendants.
The guide price is £150,000 Freehold. Viewing strictly by prior
appointment, please, via Joint Sole Agents Hamptons (071-738 7622) or
Burnet Ware & Graves (081-693 4201).

When the police went to the house they found, hiding in hear in a
wardrobe a burglar weak from loss of blood after the Doberman had
savaged him and then nearly choked to death on the fingers.
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CHANGING PICTURES

In January 1993, Giles Waterfield, the Director of Dulwich Picture
Gallery, announced that the Gallery could no longer survive on its
present basis, supported by a modest endowment from Alleyn's College
of God's Gift, self-generated income, and a small grant from the London
Boroughs Grants Scheme (since terminated), together with support from
the London Borough of Southwark. Without additional funding, at the
close of 1993, the Gallery would move into deficit. This announcement
was followed by the offer of £200,000 from the Clore Foundation to tide
the Gallery over while an alternative solution was found.
The Governors of Dulwich College and Alleyn's School, who since 1882
have acted in an independent capacity as Trustees of Dulwich Picture
Gallery, have now agreed that an application should be made to the
Charity Commissioners for a change in the charitable scheme governing
the Gallery. The proposed new scheme gives the Gallery an independent
Board of Trustees, which will look after the Gallery as a charitable trust.
The new Board will include Trustees chosen in agreement with the
Foundation Schools (Dulwich College, Alleyn's School and James Allen's
Girls' School) and with the President and Council of the Royal Academy.

The Gallery will continue to
receive financial support from the
charitable foundation of Alleyn's
College of God's Gift.
Lord Sainsbury of Preston
Candover has been proposed as
Chairman. The proposed Trustees
include: Christopher Brown, Chief
Curator, The National Gallery,
former Dulwich Picture Gallery
Committee member, Dulwich
resident
Vivien
Duffield,
Chairman, The Clore Foundation,
John Fairbairn, former Chairman,
M&G Unit Trust; former Dulwich
Picture
Gallery Committee
member;
Marshall
Field,
Consultant Partner, Bacon &
Woodrow
Actuaries
and
Consultants, College Governor,
Dulwich resident; Caryl Hubbard,
Vice-President, Contemporary Arts
Lord Sainsbury of Preston Candover,
Society, former Trustee, The
the new chairman of Dulwich Picture Gallery.
Photograph by Jane Brown
National Gallery; Coral Samuel,
Chairman, The Coral Samuel
Charitable Trust, former Dulwich Picture Gallery Committee member;
and Anthony Verity, The Master of Dulwich College .
.Lord Sainsbury said, "Dulwich Picture Gallery is a marvellous Gallery
with a superb collection. It is important for Dulwich itself, as well as
being a valuable part of our national heritage. It is after all, the country's
oldest, and probably most beautiful art gallery. It deserves to be
treasured.
"My first priority will be to work to ensure that the Gallery has a secure
fundamental future and no longer suffers the uncertainties and shortage
of funds that it has experienced in recent years. It is too early to say
more at this stage but the new Trustees, once they formally talce over
will be considering long term plans and objectives."
'

Dulwich Picture Gallery .from Its best vantage point - the rear - Gallery Road with the
Estates Goverrwrs' ojfices and the Chapel tnwer in the background.
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AN 1851 VIEW OF DULWICH

The following was found in a copy of Knight's Cyclopaedia of London,
1851, and is a fascinating reminder of how our forebears got to Dulwich
and how they saw the gallery:
There is another collection of paintings which, lying some four or five
miles out of London, can hardly be said to form one of the exhibitions of
the metropolis; yet, as it is throughout the year open freely to the public,
it seems to demand a brief notice in order to complete our account of the
public galleries. The gallery lies at the end of a pleasant, quiet, and
rather countrified village about two miles beyond Camberwell, among
fine old elms, and at the back of the old-fashioned comfortable-looking
'God's Gift College at Dulwich,' which Edward Alleyn, the actor, founded
in 1613. It is some four or five miles from London, but is easily reached
at any hour of the day by means of the Camberwell omnibuses; the stroll
beyond their limits serving as an agreeable preparation for the
examination of the treasures of the gallery.
The collection of pictures originally belonged to Mr Noel Desenfans, by
whom they were bequeathed to Sir Francis Bourgeois, R.A., who at his
death bequeathed them to the Master and Fellows of Dulwich College,
together with a sum of £10,000 for the erection of a gallery to contain
them, and £2000 for their care. Bourgeois died in 1811. In 1812 the
gallery, which had been erected from the designs of Sir John Soane, was
opened to the public. It consists of a long but rather narrow gallery,
which is divided into five moderate-sized rooms and lighted from above.
Unauthentic
There are altogether about 360 pictures in the gallery, of which 354 form
the Bourgeois collection. For the most part they are small, but there are
a few large ones amongst them. The collection has a definite character of
its own. It is essentially a Dutch and Flemish gallery. There are indeed a
few pictures belonging to other schools of art, but only sufficient to bring
out more distinctly the characteristic features of the prevailing schools.
The Italian pictures might with little loss be at once set aside. There is a
so-called Raphael, but at the first glance it distinctly proclaims itself of a
very different parentage. And most of the other Italian paintings are
almost as evidently unauthentic.
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Hideous
A Guido, however, is a grand exception : the 'St. Sebastian' at the end of
the gallery is a really noble work, and ought to be in better company.
Three pictures are misattributed to Claude; they are undeserving a
second glance. Some, with Gaspar Poussin's name attached, are of a
better class, and perhaps genuine. One or two of Nicholas Poussin's are
very good, the majority of them are nought. The Spanish painters are
more fortunate. The two peasant pictures of Murillo are admirable of
their class, and there is a capital portrait by Velasquez of Philip IV.
Watteau has a couple of charming little garden scenes, which form quite
a delightful contrast to the hideous 'Massacre of the Innocents' of
another famous French painter, Le Brun. Of our English masters there
are also a few specimens. By Reynolds, among others, is a 'portrait of
Mrs. Siddons as the Tragic Muse,' a repetition (only in part by the hand
of the master) of the celebrated original in the collection of the Marquess
of Westminster. Gainsborough has three of four of his portraits; and
there are a few of Bourgeois' own productions.
Excellent
These, however, as we have said, are but make-weights. The real value of
the collection consists in its Dutch and Flemish pictures. The works of
these schools are never of the highest order of art, but they are not
therefore to be lightly esteemed. They are works the result of very close
observance of nature, of curiously exact knowledge of the resources of
art, and often of the most masterly and indeed unrivalled executive skill.
He who can only endure an epic style of art will do well to stay away from
Dulwich, but for him who can enjoy a true and Crabbe-like delineation of
Dutch scenery and Dutch life, there is here an hour or two of delightful
occupation. They are, in truth, in their own proper degree essentially
true poetic paintings, and will commend themselves to all who have
(what every honest lover of art for its own sake has) a comprehensive and
unexclusive taste. It has been said, indeed, very truly, that there is no
painting by even a Dutch or Flemish master here, of whom a finer
example may not be found elsewhere. Still there are many excellent
examples; and it must not be forgotten that it is the only collection of
such paintings which is accessible to the public.
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DANGER AND SAFETY ON THE LAKE

which would be better spent on flower beds and rhododendrons.
The following correspondence between Mrs Stella Benwell, Chairman
of the Dulwich Society Trees Sub-Committee, and Mr Colin Brand,
Southwark Parks Services Manager, will be of interest to all Dulwich
Park users. - Editor.

(Mrs) Stella Benwell
Chairman, Trees Sub-Committee
38 Dovercourt Road, Dulwich, SE22 SST

I have just walked round Dulwich Park and was horrified to see that no
less than twelve bright red posts with large bright red plastic containers
with lifebelts inside have been installed round the lake.

Whilst I am unaware of any drownings in the lake at Dulwich Park,
there have been in the last two years three deaths caused by drownings
in parks within this borough. The recommendations made by the coroner
at the inquest into the second drowning made particular reference to the
lack of life-saving equipment and the need for all such equipment to be
highly visible.

There are railings round the lake and plenty of notices warning people
not to bathe, etcetera.
Can you tell me how many people have drowned in the lake in the past
forty years during which I have used the park? I have never heard of any
one. It may be wise to have two or three painted green or brown but
these monstrosities should be removed at once.
One lifebelt has already gone and as far as I can see you have only to
pull a handle to get at them so I don't suppose they will last long, but the
red cases remain and they must have cost the public a lot of money

Unfortunately, it is a sad fact of life that equipment such as this which
could one day save a life is considered an easy target by vandals and
others bent of mischief making. Staff throughout all the borough's parks
where there is water are aware of this and are constantly removing
lifebuoys from the water.
This department has currently gone out to tender with regard to
cleaning the Rhododendron beds.
Colin Brand
Parks Services Manager
Southwark Leisure 15 Spa Road, Bermondsey, SE16 3QW

Frank Delicata
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The complete plumbing
& heating service ·
Boiler servicing
Drain clearance
Corgi registered
7 day service 365 days
a year
Free estimates & heating
design service
Bathrooms & kitchens
fitted
24 hr em~rgency service

081-299 3511

13 BEW COURT, LORDSHIP 1ANE, SE22

Carpentry,
Metalwork
~ \and Renovations

r,
rr

Custom designed and crafted
furniture for the kitchen,
bedroom and garden
- at affordable prices.
Other specialisations:
Doors, windows, shutters
- Locks & security fittings
- Restoration
Designs and
estimates giv~n free
Telephone: 081-650 0742

WE HAVE MOVED 1 - - ~

THE BEST OF BRITISH
Art, Crafts & Gifts
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Good Fresh Food
at wholesome prices

The Shop & Gallery
in Herne Hill at
27b Half Moon Lane

Tel: 071 737 7747
Open: Tues - Sat: 10.30 =:> 7 pm (Sats 6 pm)

From 7pm Monday to Saturday
FULLY LICENSED BUT BRING
YOUR OWN WINE IF YOU PREFER

43 Tulse Hill, London SW2
Tel: 081-678 0880
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rn]EowARD

Burbage Road
SE24 9HD
(entrance between nos. 83 & 85)

Tel: 071 274 4864

ALLEYN

LUBHOUSE

\$ sllI'fABLE AS AVENUE Pol?

00®®tmml~~
Facilities Include :
Bar & Lounge bar I Meeting room with
balconies overlooking the club's sports ground.
Dining room & kitchen.
Small multi-purpose hall with patio area outside.
The hall and bar can be used together or separately
Catering can be arranged
Whatever your needs we can satisfy them

For further details contact:
Keith Rodwell
Tel: 081 659 8217

